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Ultrahigh-Speed Optical Transmission TechnologySpringer, 2007

	Ultrahigh-speed optical transmission technology is a key technology for increasing the communication capacity. In optical fibre networks, the number of wavelength channels and the bit rate per wavelength channel, i.e. the TDM (Time Division Multiplexing) bit rate, determine the transmission capacity. Currently, TDM bit rates of more than 40...
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International Steam Tables - Properties of Water and Steam based on the Industrial Formulation IAPWS-IF97Springer, 2008

	Steam tables for practical industrial use are presented which have been calculated using the international standard for the thermodynamic properties of water and steam, the IAPWS-IF97 formulation, and the international standards for transport and other properties. In addition, the complete set of equations of IAPWS-IF97 is presented including...
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Essential Issues in SOC Design: Designing Complex Systems-on-ChipSpringer, 2006

	This book originated from a workshop held at the DATE 2005 conference, namely Designing Complex SOCs. State-of-the-art in issues related to System-on-Chip (SoC) design by leading experts in the fields, covers IP development, verification, integration, chip implementation, testing and software.


	SOC design is fast becoming the key...
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S-BPM ONE: Setting the Stage for Subject-Oriented Business Process ManagementSpringer, 2010

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First Workshop on Subject-Oriented Business Process Management, S-BPM ONE 2009, held in Karlsruhe, Germany, in October 2009. The papers are organized in topical sections on visionary engagements; essential capabilities; and penetration perspectives.


	This volume contains a...
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Performance Analysis and Optimization of Multi-Traffic on Communication NetworksSpringer, 2010

	Promptly growing demand for telecommunication services and information interchange has led to the fact that communication became one of the most dynamical branches of an infrastructure of a modern society. The book introduces to the bases of classical MDP theory; problems of a finding optimal Ð¡Ð�Ð¡ in models are investigated and...
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Transforming Enterprise Cloud ServicesSpringer, 2010

	Transforming Enterprise Cloud Services addresses the fundamental ideology of Cloud Services and how enterprises in commercial, federal, and defense industries can transform their current information technology and management models to adopt this new method. It goes beyond the mere description of service frameworks in relation to...
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Coping with Interference in Wireless Networks (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2010

	Unlike wired networks where transmitters have no effect on receivers other than their own, in wireless networks we are limited by interference. The traditional routing methods are not optimal any more when it comes to a wireless medium. The maximum data rate on each link depends not only on the power in that link but also on the transmitted...
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Security and Privacy in Mobile Information and Communication SystemsSpringer, 2011

	MobiSec was the second ICST conference on security and privacy for mobile information and communication systems. It was held in front of the beautiful historic backdrop of Catania, the Sicilian town with marvelous views of Mt. Etna. The never fully dormant volcano provided appropriate scenery, metaphorically relating to the security threats...
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Discrete, Continuous, and Hybrid Petri NetsSpringer, 2010

	Petri Nets were introduced and still successfully used to analyze and model discrete event systems especially in engineering and computer sciences such as in automatic control.


	Recently this discrete Petri Nets formalism was successfully extended to continuous and hybrid systems. This monograph presents a well written and clearly...
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Graph Transformations and Model-Driven EngineeringSpringer, 2010

	This festschrift volume, published in honor of Manfred Nagl on the occasion of his 65th birthday, contains 30 refereed contributions, edited by five of his academic descendants. The types of papers vary significantly, including classic research papers in the style of journal articles, surveys of focused research areas, essays reflecting on...
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Unifying Theories of Programming: Third International SymposiumSpringer, 2010

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third International Symposium on Unifying Theories of Programming, UTP 2010, held in Shanghai, China, in November 2010, in conjunction with the 12th International Conference on Formal Engineering Methods, ICFEM 2010. The 12 revised full papers presented together with 3 invited talks were...
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Computational Intelligence and Informatics: Principles and Practice (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2010

	This volume contains a careful selection of papers that are based on and are extensions of corresponding lectures presented at the jubilee conference. The main subject area called Computational Intelligence includes diverse topics. Therefore, we offer snapshots rather than a full coverage of a small particular subject to the interested...
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